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1.0 Introduction 

 
1.1 History 
 

The Addendum is an attachment to the existing approved statutory plan, “The Gateways of 

Turner Valley Area Structure Plan” and as identified in section 6.0 Implementation, it may be 

necessary for Council to make amendments to the plan. 

 

The events, which resulted in this Addendum being prepared, are as follows: 

 

 A section of Imperial Drive located north of the Diamond Valley Villas was identified 

with slope instability condition (GEO-Engineering (M.S.T.) Ltd. – October 2006). 

 This section of Imperial Drive is projected to have 1300 vehicles per day traveling on it 

once the Gateway ASP area is fully developed (The Gateways of Turner Valley Area 

Structure Plan – February 2001). 

 The Town of Turner Valley intends to resolve the problem of slope stability problem 

along this section of Imperial Drive.  Several options exist: 

 

Option #1 

 

Repair the slope and enable continued vehicular use of Imperial Drive (up to 1300 

vehicles per day).  The slope would require immediate repairs and may require 

additional ongoing maintenance in the future.  

 

Option #2 

 

Relocate the road surface and utilities away from the slope within the existing 

road allowance. 

 

Option #3 

 

Close this section of Imperial Drive to traffic, including backfilling the existing 

14th Hole pond, which would improve the drainage in the immediate area.  This 

would still require relocation of existing utilities. 

 

 The Golf Club expressed interest in the closure of this section of Imperial Drive, as it 

crosses the fairway of hole #14.  The Golf Club feels that the present condition presents a 

safety issue for vehicles and pedestrians, and furthermore, that this problem will become 

even more of a concern as the community continues to grow and as traffic increases in 

this area.  

 

 

Based on the above, KanaGateway Developments Ltd. was approached by Turner Valley Golf 

and Country Club to prepare a plan which incorporated holes #15 and #16, and a land exchange 

agreement to provide a ±9.9 Ac. (±4.0 ha.) parcel in exchange for holes #15 and #16. 

KanaGateway Developments Ltd. would have a contiguous parcel to develop for residential 

purposed extending south from the ±9.9 Ac. (±4.0 ha.) parcel to the Utility Corridor Right-of-

Way.  In addition the plan proposes closure of Imperial Drive to regular traffic (Option #3 

above), which provides a cost-effective solution to both the slope stability problem and the safety 

issue surrounding the 14th hole. 
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This plan would create the following: 

 

 Royalite Subdivision and Old Town would become “quasi private” communities based 

on Imperial drive closures. 

 Improvements to the drainage and positive impacts on the slope stability area along 

Imperial Drive. 

 Eliminates golf course concerns such as pedestrian and vehicular safety. 

 Would enhance the golf course over time.   

 

These changes, however, constitute a revision to the approved Area Structure Plan and are the 

subject of this addendum. 

 

1.2  Purpose 

 

This addendum impacts lands identified within sections 1.3 and 1.4.  The balance of policies and 

objectives within the original approved Area Structure Plan are still applicable. 

 

The purpose of the Gateways of Turner Valley Area Structure Plan Addendum is to provide a 

conceptual land use plan and infrastructure servicing design to support the revision to the 

existing A.S.P. related to residential and golf course design at the north end of the KanaGateway 

Developments Ltd. lands. 

 

The A.S.P. addendum provides the policy framework to guide the development of the Gateways 

of Turner Valley and specifically addresses: 

 

 Land use by Type, size and location 

 Transportation network and update to the existing transportation impact assessment 

 Conceptual underground services plan 

 General location of amenities 

 Sequence of development 

 Storm water Management overview 

 Other development issues specific to the area 

 

This A.S.P. Addendum establishes the planning context for future planning and development 

decisions for the Outline Plan, construction of urban services and development permits for future 

individual properties.  This A.S.P. Addendum is reflective of Section 633 of the Municipal 

Government Act. 

 

1.3  Location and Area 

 

The lands subject to this A.S.P. Addendum are situated in the southeast portion of the Town of 

Turner Valley.  The A.S.P. Addendum is linear in shape and contains (±9.9 acres) ±4.0 hectares 

south of the Royalite Subdivision and extending south to the northerly limit of the 

KanaGateway’s property. 

  

The second pod of land is a continuation of the first (±9.9 acres) ±4.0 hectares pod and extends 

south to the utility corridor right of way and contains (±20.7 acres) ±8.5 hectares. The lands 
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subject to this A.S.P. Addendum are situated in the north portion of the S.E. ¼ 6-20-2-5 and the 

south portion of the N.E. ¼ 6-20-2-5. 

 

To the west and east of the second pod are proposed golf course holes 15 and 16 containing 

(±11.9 acres) ±4.8 hectares and (±14.6 acres) ±5.9 hectares respectively (see Plate No. 1). 

 

This A.S.P. Addendum area comprises approximately (±57.5 acres) ±23.3 hectares of 

developable land for golf course and residential purposes.  The only additional acreage added to 

the original A.S.P. is ±4.0 hectares (±9.9 acres) located south of the Royalite Subdivision within 

the N.E. ¼ of section 6-20-2-5. 

*Note:  All acreages will be subject to verification by Legal Survey. 

 

1.4  Land Ownership 

 

Original A.S.P. acreage as shown as being (±259.72 acs.) ±105.11 ha. all under the ownership of 

KanaGateway developments Ltd. is now shown in this Addendum as follows: 

 

 Turner Valley Golf and Country Club (±9.9 acres) ±4.0 hectares transferred to 

KanaGateway Developments Ltd. 

 KanaGateway Developments Ltd. (±26.5 acres) ±10.7 hectares transferred to Turner 

Valley Golf and Country Club for holes #15 and #16. 

 968568 Alberta Ltd. Stages 2, 2A and 3 containing (±119.6 acres) ±48.4 hectares 

transferred from KanaGateway Developments Ltd. 

 Balance of lands owned by KanaGateway Developments Ltd. are 

 (±121.82 acs.) ±51.9 hectares. 

 

The new A.S.P. Addendum total acreage, therefore is (±269.62 acres.) ±109.1 hectares. 

 

In the future an exchange of lands may occur between KanaGateway Developments Ltd. And 

Turner Valley Golf and Country Club landowners, hence the purpose and intent of this A.S.P. 

Addendum. 

 

2.0 Situation Analysis 

 
2.1 Existing Land Use 

 

As shown on Plate No. 1 (Location and Ownership Plan), the ownership of the affected 

Addendum area is in two parcels, Turner Valley Golf and Country Club and KanaGateway 

Developments Ltd. 

 

The first parcel is owned by the Turner Valley Golf and Country Club, that consists of a ± 4.00 

hectares (± 9.9 acres) site located in the N.E. ¼ section 6-20-2-5, and is currently zoned as (UR) 

Urban Reserve. 

 

The second parcel containing (±47.4 acres) ±19.2 hectares and owned by  KanaGateway 

Developments Ltd., located in the S.E. ¼ section 6-20-2-5 and is also zoned (UR) Urban 

Reserve. 
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These lands are (parcel One), currently occupied by existing golf course holes and (parcel Two), 

currently vacant lands.  Parcel Two contains a mixture of trees, scrub brush and open areas 

primarily flat in nature.  See Plate No. 2, (Existing Land Use) 

 

2.2 Proposed Land Use 

 

All lands effected by the A.S.P. Addendum are currently zoned (UR) Urban Reserve.  The 

proposed development identifies the two pods of residential as (R1) single family residential.  

The east and west sides of the residential are proposed to remain as (UR) Urban Reserve, until 

the Town of Turner Valley establishes a land use district appropriate for golf course uses. 

 

2.3 Open Space 

 

The existing A.S.P., “The Gateways of Turner Valley” identifies an interconnected open space 

system in excess of 20%.  With the proposed A.S.P. Addendum reserves (creditable), there will 

still be well over the 10% reserve requirement. 

  

Within the two pods of residential a proposed tot lot has been introduced which will lie in the 

upper “P-Loop” road south of Royalite Subdivision and will be located off the main collector to 

minimize traffic in the area of the tot lot where children will play.   

 

At the south end of the Royalite Subdivision will be a buffer strip equivalent to a width of one lot 

with final distance and design to be decided at subdivision stage. This open space will further 

separate the proposed R1 from the existing subdivision and will be designed to recognize the 

historical uniqueness of the Royalite Subdivision Development. KanaGateway Developments 

Ltd. are prepared to work with the Town of Turner Valley staff at time of development to ensure 

Royalite Subdivision uniqueness is preserved. 

 

Turner Valley Golf and Country Club are proposing a trail (pedestrian) loop system along the 

Sheep River Escarpment that will link the Villas on Imperial Drive with the Royalite Subdivision 

and Old Town communities. Where the existing public utilities remain across the proposed 14th 

hole, utility easements will be provided to the Town. (See Plate No. 3 - Pedestrian Trails and 

Open Space). 

 

2.4 Phasing 

 

The developments sequence is generally proposed in five stages (Stages 1, 2, 2A, 3, 4 and 5) as 

shown in (Figure No. 1). Phasing of the Stage1 development will occur in a sequential basis of 

up to five (5) phases depending on the final residential layout and market demand. The final 

development will extend from the south end of the Royalite Subdivision south to the utility 

corridor R.O.W. as shown in (Figure No. 8).  During the development of phase 1, a temporary 

cold mix finished road will be built across Stage 2 to 16th Avenue to provide access to Phase 1. 

The road between Phase 1 and Royalite Subdivision will be closed except for use as an EVA for 

Phase 1 via breakaway bollards. At the completion of the final phase a fully paved road will 

extent from Royalite Subdivision to 16th Avenue/Decalta Road.  At that time the road between 

the Royalite Subdivision and the new development will be opened for public use and the closing 

of Imperial Drive will proceed. 

 

Should the fully paved road between Royalite Subdivision and 16th Avenue not be completed 

within 4 ½ years after the completion of Phase 1 Stage 1, completion of the pavement will be 

commenced at that time. 
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The complete upgrading and paving of 16th Avenue between Decalta Road and 8th Street 

(east Town boundary) should be determined by the Town in the future based on actual 

vehicle use as development occurs. The upgrading and paving of this section of road should 

begin at the commencement of construction of Stage 4, and should be completed prior to the 

commencement of Stage 5 construction. 

 

In general, the Developer will be responsible for the cost of all infrastructure developments on 

the Developer’s land and costs for infrastructure developments on other lands will be based on a 

negotiated cost-sharing of off-sites between the respective stakeholders involved. Cost of 

infrastructure on developer owned land which will be shared with other developers, will be 

negotiated on a cost sharing basis, upon approval of the Town. 

 

A service road shall be developed on KanaGateway property parallel to 8th Street from the 

southerly “POSSIBLE FUTURE CONNECTION” south to 16th Avenue. This right-of-way will 

be developed as a median divided roadway and will extend from the “POSSIBLE FUTURE 

CONNECTION” west into the T-intersection of Stage 4. This road connection will be paved at 

time of Stage 5 completion. 

 

 

2.5 Estimated Timing of Development and Road Closures 

 

The estimated timeline for this development is as follows: 

 

 Approval of By-laws 919-06, 918-06 and 922-06 by (March 19, 2007). Conditions may 

be added by the Town of Turner Valley after road closures to ensure Emergency 

Vehicular Access will remain open until other roads are constructed and to ensure that 

easements remain on titles for existing servicing lines. 

 Start of development of golf holes 15 and 16 by (March 31st, 2007). (See Figure No. 8) 

 Approval of boundary adjustments by (June 30, 2007). 

 Approval of Development Permit for Phase 1 by (February 28, 2008). 

 Completion of golf holes 15 and 16 by (October 31st, 2009). (See Figure No. 8) 

 Completion of Stage 1 to full Municipal standards and the development of a paved road 

to 16th Avenue by (December 31st, 2011). (Refer to Section 2.4 Phasing – first paragraph 

and See Figure No. 8) 

 Opening of the road between Royalite Subdivision and the Stage 1 Development by 

(January 1, 2012). 

 Closure of Imperial Drive (east and west sections), (January 1, 2012) or whenever all 

Town and regulatory requirements are satisfied. The EVA for the KanaGateway Villas 

and the Diamond Valley Villas on the west; and the Royalite Subdivision and Old Town 

on the east will be a bidirectional EVA (as shown on Plate No. 3) from Imperial Drive 

along the west and north side of golf hole #14 to connect with Royalite Way S.E. on the 

north side of the Royalite Subdivision. This EVA will also be designated as a P.U.L. for 

the existing utilities which service the Royalite and Old Town Subdivision. 
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3.0 Transportation 
 

3.1 Land Use 

 

The original TIA for KanaGateway Development Ltd. completed by impax Consulting Group 

Inc. in December 2000 includes higher land use densities than the current plan for this 

development. The original land assumed in the Table 4.2 of Impax TIA is included below: 

 

Table 4.2: Residential Land Use Mix by Neighbourhood 

Neighbourhood 
Number of Dwelling Units 

SF House Mobile Home MF Condo Total 

1 75  135 210 

2 290 100  390 

3 355  110 465 

 

In total, the original development plans proposed construction of 1065 residential units. 

According to TIA and based on ITE Generation rates, the total estimated traffic volume 

generated by this development would reach 9070 trips/day (905 trips in PM peak). This 

addendum applies to Neighbourhoods 2 and 3 only which were planned to contain 855 

units and generate traffic of 7430 trips/day (743 trips in PM peak). 

Current plans call for construction of approximately 756 units which will translates into 7227 

trips/day (733 trips in PM peak) based on generation rates adopted in the original TIA. 

 

The above change in the land use translates in 203 less trips/day (approximately 3% drop) 

generated by the KanaGateway Development as compared with the estimate for the same area in 

the original TIA. 

 

3.2 Royalite and Old Town Traffic 

 

Old Town contains 12 residential lots while Royalite Subdivision contains 24 residential lots. 

Based on the 10 trips/household/day generation rate the total daily traffic generated by both of 

those areas will be 360 trips/day (36 trips in PM peak). 

 

3.3 Road Network 

 

This addendum proposes closure of Imperial Drive and other modifications (as shown on Figure 

No. 8) to the transportation network submitted in the original A.S.P. These modifications will 

help address the slope instability along Imperial Drive just east of the Diamond Valley Villas.  In 

addition, modifications will allow filling in of a pond in the vicinity of the slope instability area 

and accommodation of the new golf course layout. Proposed modifications could be summarized 

as follows:  

 

 The portion of Imperial Drive lying east and north of the villas will end with a cul-de-sac 

turn around at the north east corner of the Diamond Valley Villas. 
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3.4 Transportation Impact Assessment 

 

3.4.1 Traffic Patterns and Travel Time 

Modification of the proposed network traffic pattern, accepted in the original A.S.P., and caused 

by the proposed network modifications will be minimal.  No significant changes to the access 

management strategy approved in the original A.S.P. are proposed. 

Modification of the travel time calculated based on the posted speed limits will be minor (see 

Figures 2 to 5).  The proposed network modifications will increase travel time of the residents of 

the Royalite Subdivision and other areas as shown on (see Figures 2 to 5). These increases in 

travel time will not be significant when compared to the total time and the distance traveled. 

 

 
EXISTING ROAD 

NETWORK 
PROPOSED ROAD NETWORK 

To/From: Travel Time Distance Travel Time Distance 

Royalite - 

Downtown 
5.8 minutes 3.5 km 6.0 minutes 4.2 km 

Diamond Villas - 

Golf Course 
2.5 minutes 
(via Royalite) 

1.2 km 
(via Royalite) 

5.8 minutes 
(via 16th Avenue) 

6.4 km 
(via 16th Avenue) 

Downtown - Golf 

Course 
7.0 minutes 
(via Royalite) 

3.9 km 
(via Royalite) 

7.0 minutes 
(via Black Diamond) 

9.2 minutes 
(via 16th Avenue) 

7.8 km 
(via Black Diamond) 

8.6 km 
(via 16th Avenue) 

 

The proposed Imperial Drive closure can not be considered detrimental to the network operation 

since traffic impacted by the network modification amounts to 180 trips/day (18 trips in PM 

peak) based on the traffic counts included in impax TIA. These trips are golf course bound and 

will either use Highway 22 or 16 Avenue to reach their destination. 

The traffic generated by Old Town and the Royalite Subdivision results in 360 trips/day (36 trips 

in PM peak) being added to the estimated traffic which will be generated by KanaGateway 

Subdivision.  This means that in total there are going to be a maximum of 24 additional trips in 

and 12 additional trips out of the subdivision during PM peak hour. These additional trips will be 

accommodated ultimately by the five proposed accesses into the KanaGateway Lands.  

Consequently any increase in number of trips at each of the access points will be negligible. 

3.4.2 Capacity of the Decalta Drive Intersection 

As stated above impact of the proposed modifications on the operation of the proposed area 

network will be negligible. The overall number of trips generated by the current development 

concept is expected to be reduced by only 203 trips/day (3% drop) compared to the number of 

trips estimated in the original TIA. Consequently, operational conditions and level of service 

expected at all access intersections should remain as per the original TIA. 

 

3.4.3 Main Street/Hwy 22 Intersection 

The original TIA recommended a traffic signal to be installed at the Main Street/Hwy 22 

Intersection when development is 40% complete (based on Neighbourhoods 1, 2 and 3). 

Following assumptions adopted in the impax TIA, it is expected that a traffic signal at this 

location will not be required before the development reaches approximately 30% completion for 
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Neighbourhoods 2 and 3 which are subject to this ammendment. This means that up to 216 new 

units could be constructed within the KanaGateway development before the signal at Main 

Street/Hwy 22 Intersection might be required.  

3.4.4 Other Network Modifications 

The original TIA recommendations were based on 3% annual traffic growth and KanaGateway 

Subdivision being constructed as 1065 unit subdivision. The assumed traffic growth of 3% may 

not be sustainable over the period required for full build-up of the proposed subdivision. 

Consequently, traffic monitoring should be initiated to assess the proper timing of the 

improvements recommended in the original TIA.  

3.4.5 Timing of Imperial Drive Closure 

Timing of Imperial Drive closure will be related to thresholds of development phasing and 

servicing. Closure of Imperial Drive will occur after acceptable alternative access into the 

Royalite Subdivision is provided to the satisfaction of the Town of Turner Valley. (see Section 

2.4) 

3.4.6 Golf Course Access 

With the closure of Imperial Drive north east of Diamond Valley Villas, the through east-west 

traffic across the golf course will be eliminated. This results in 180 trips/day (18 trips in PM 

peak) being affected based on the traffic counts included in the original impax TIA. These trips 

will either use Highway 22 of 16 Avenue to reach their destination. 

Imperial Drive south of Diamond Valley will be used by KanaGateway residents and by 

emergency vehicles if and when required in an emergency situation. 

 

3.4.7 Impact on 16th Avenue 

Currently 16th Avenue carries a mixture of traffic, including heavy trucks servicing oil and gas 

related activities as well as local traffic consisting of car and pickup trucks.  The existing surface 

of 16th Avenue is not paved and requires intensive reconstruction due to the amount of existing 

heavy traffic related to oil and gas vehicular activities. Construction of the KanaGateway 

subdivision in accordance with the proposed modifications to its network will reduce traffic 

volumes estimated in the original impax TIA.  Since KanaGateway area, Royalite Subdivision, 

Old Town and Diamond Valley Villas will represent residential subdivisions; traffic generated 

by these areas will not have an adverse impact of the integrity of the 16th Avenue surface. 

 

Phasing of the Stage 1 development will occur in a sequential basis of up to five (5) phases 

depending on the final residential layout and market demand. The final development will extend 

from the south end of the Royalite Subdivision south to the utility corridor R.O.W. as shown in 

(Figure No. 8).  During the development of Phase 1, a temporary cold mix finished road will be 

he built across Stage 2 to 16th Avenue to provide access to Phase 1. The road between Phase 1 

and Royalite Subdivision will be closed except for use as an EVA for Phase 1 via breakaway 

bollards. At the completion of the final phase a fully paved road will extent from Royalite 

Subdivision to 16th Avenue/Decalta Road.  At that time the road between the Royalite 

Subdivision and the new development will be opened for public use and the closing of Imperial 

Drive will proceed. 

 

Following completion of Stage 5 surface of 16 Avenue will be upgraded to paved standard 

between 8 Street and Decalta Road. 
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3.4.8 Road Closure(s) Impacts 

The Turner Valley Golf and Country Club have initiated closures of Imperial Drive and, 

therefore, are supportive of the proposed ASP modifications. The club members believe that the 

golf course will be enhanced as a result of the proposed modifications.  A vote of the 

membership showed that 75% of the 133 members in attendance are in favour of this proposal. 

Most of the members supporting this initiative live in the surrounding area. 

The closure of the two sections of Imperial Drive will not have an adverse effect on traffic other 

than: 

 Increasing slightly lengths and therefore, time of travel to the Turner Valley and Black 

Diamond business sections from Royalite Subdivision. - Residents will still be using 

those business centers and although it may take them a short period to adjust to the new 

routes in the areas, any effect on the local businesses will be minimal. 

 Increasing slightly lengths and therefore, time of travel to the Golf Course from 

Downtown Turner Valley, Bailey Ridge, Diamond Villas and Royalite Subdivision. - It 

should be noted that this traffic component is very small and will have impact on very 

small percentage of the residents in the area. 

It is expected that the future growth of Turner Valley will likely occur to the east of the 

KanaGateway lands.  In anticipation of this, two accesses east are proposed from Stage 4 and 

Stage 5. These accesses will provide connection to the development east of KanaGateway 

Subdivision and will act as a second egresses once development has reached this point.  (See 

Figure 8) 

 

3.4.9 New Through Road from Royalite Subdivision/Old Town 

KanaGateway are aware of concerns related to the interface between the south lane of the 

Royalite Subdivision and the KanaGateway development.  As such, KanaGateway agrees to 

work with the Town Staff to design an acceptable separation at this juncture.  This can take the 

form of a cobblestone pedestrian crossing, planted trees or signage to denote the historical 

significance on entry to Royalite Subdivision from the south etc.  The new through road from 

Royalite Subdivision south Stage 2 is approximately ±830 meters and ±300 meters to the 16th 

Avenue intersection. The through road from Royalite Subdivision to 16 Avenue will be 

constructed to a median divided standard with median breaks introduced to accommodate access 

to the roads entering perpendicular to this road from the west cul-de-sacs. (See Figure No. 8) 

Note:  The Transportation Impact Assessment review and update contained herein was prepared 

by iTrans Transportation Planning and Traffic Consultants.  Support data and relevant Plates 

are contained within the Appendix. 
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4.0     Storm Water Management 

 

Stormwater management plans that are progressive in nature and amount of detail will be 

developed for the site to minimize the risk of flooding and potential property damage and reduce 

impacts on the Sheep River as ultimate receiving water body.  A semi-rural conveyance system 

is envisioned that not only conveys and accommodates runoff up to and including a 1:100 year 

event but also provides enhanced water quality and added value by incorporating a wide variety 

of Best Management Practices.  The resulting "waterscape" drainage system will be fully 

integrated in the overall landscaping and green linkages thus providing passive recreation and 

preservation of existing habitat and/or generation of new habitat. 

 

Locations of and the linkages between the proposed major stormwater management facilities 

should consider the existing golf course drainage system as the eastern portion of the 

development lands currently drain onto the golf course.  With the proposal to integrate the 

proposed development with the existing Royalite Subdivision and the proposed construction of 

two new golf holes on the development lands, it is more important than ever that the integration 

of the development and golf course drainage systems be considered. 

 

A Stormwater Letter Report was forwarded to the Town of Turner Valley in June 2006 (See this 

letter report submitted to the Town of Turner Valley under a separate cover.  A copy is also 

located in the appendix).  This letter report addressed the integrated stormwater management 

concept for the KanaGateway Lands and the Golf Course:  specifically, the location and type of 

stormwater management facilities; the adoption of Best Management Practices to enhance the 

water quality of the runoff discharged to the Sheep River; and the location, of discharge 

outfall(s) to the Sheep River.  Preliminary storage requirements and off-site discharge rates were 

also included.   

 

A Detailed Master Drainage Plan will be prepared prior to any subdivision or prior to the golf 

course development permit being issued.  This document will be submitted to the Town of 

Turner Valley and Alberta Environment for approval as well as other regulatory agencies (i.e. 

DFO, Public Lands, etc…).  The stormwater conveyance system, stormwater management 

facilities, BMPs and storm outfalls will be designed to Town of Turner Valley and Alberta 

Environment standards.  Detailed drawings for servicing each development cell will be provided 

to the Town as part of the approval process.  Drawings will be supported by detailed stormwater 

management reports or design briefs that detail the operation of any facilities or BMPs, and 

verify the operation of the drainage system versus Town and provincial guidelines. 

 

In lieu of P.U.L.’s for the stormwater facilities (pipes, ponds, etc.) which would be shared 

facilities is acceptable by the  Town that a “Letter of Agreement” signed by the Turner Valley 

Golf and Country Club regarding the maintenance of said mentioned facilities will be sufficient. 

The aforementioned will be designed to standards acceptable to AENV and the Town with 

respect to forebay, lining, sideslopes, inlet and outlet structures, depth, level rise, access, and a 

number of other factors.  The town will likely own and control the shared components of the 

facilities. Caveats will be required from the golf course accepting back of lot and other drainage. 
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5.0 Municipal Servicing 

 

The following options that are available through investigation with the Town of Turner Valley 

engineers and will require detailed design review and approvals by Turner Valley  Staff and 

Town Engineers at Outline and Plan of Subdivision stages. The services are illustrated on Plate 

No. 4. 

 

Sanitary 

 

Construction of a sanitary gravity flow system would be undertaken by the Developer(s) for the 

1st Phase of development of The Gateways of Turner Valley subdivision in accordance to the 

Town of Turner Valley guidelines.  The existing 150mm (6”) Sanitary main that is presently 

servicing Royalite Subdivision will be replaced with a 200mm (8”) Sanitary main and all 

services to the Property Line will be tied into the new main.  This new 200mm (8”) sanitary main 

will be able to service the 3 phases of development of Stage 1 of The Gateways of Turner Valley 

subdivision, which will include approximately ±129 additional lots.  The Royalite lift-station will 

have to be upgraded. Additional services will not overload the upgraded system of the existing 

Lift Station.  Prior to completion of the Stage 1 development, the existing Royalite lift-station 

will be upgraded. The upgraded Stage 2 lift-station will then accommodate an additional 815 

persons or ±256 additional units.  The anticipated ultimate Stage 2 lift-station area would include 

Bailey Ridge, Bailey Hill, Diamond Valley Villas, Gateway Villas, Royalite, Stages 1, and most 

of  Stages 2 and 2a.  The balance of land contained in Stages 2, 3, 4, and 5 will be serviced by 

the future trunk line proposed on 8th Street. 

 

Water 

 

The water servicing will be tied into the new water main at the north end of Royalite Subdivision 

and the existing 150mm (6”) water main along Royalite Way S.E. will be replaced with a 

250mm (10”) water main and the servicing to property line along Royalite Way S.E. will be 

replaced.  The looping of the water main to service the 1st Phase Stage 1 of The Gateways of 

Turner Valley subdivision will be taken through a designated green area between The Gateway 

Villas and Diamond Valley Villas and tied back to Imperial Avenue to the West of the 

Condominium site.  When the remaining Phases of Stage 1 of The Gateways of Turner Valley 

subdivision reach beyond the threshold for a dead end main a 250mm (10”) will be constructed 

to the south and tied to a water main that is to be constructed in future along 16th Avenue. A 

Master Servicing plan for water and sanitary will be provided as part of the engineering design 

for The Gateways of Turner Valley subdivision. 

 

Storm 

 

Retention would be developed and storm catchments (pond areas) will be needed (Section 4.0 

Storm Water Management) 

 

The above mentioned is for preliminary information only and an extensive study would have to 

be conducted to evaluate the most cost effective way of developing these deep utilities. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Plate No. 1 Location Land, Ownership and Road Closure Plan 

Plate No. 2 Existing and Proposed Land-use 

Plate No. 3 Pedestrian Trails and Open Space  

Plate No. 4        Utility Plan 

 

Letters from iTrans Consulting and Westhoff Engineering Resources, Inc. 
Figure No. 1 – Addendum Land Use Plan 

Figure No. 2 Road network review – travel times and distances 

Figure No. 2A Road network review – travel times and distances 

Figure No. 3 Road network review – travel times and distances 

Figure No. 4 Road network review – travel times and distances 

Figure No. 5 Road network review – travel times and distances 

Figure No. 6 is the original land use plan for the Gateways of Turner Valley Area Structure Plan 

as approved. 

Figures 7, (black and white), is taken from the original A.S.P. and shows the land use change 

superimposed on the plans as developed for this addendum, and also identify the revised Stages 

of Development. 

Figure No. 8 is the T.I.A. (Transportation Impact Assessment) Plan. 
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